New Features
What is new in this version?

The following new features have been added to this version:

System and Project Administrator can unlock documents from the Locked Documents report.
Issues Resolved
What issues were resolved in this version?

The following issues were resolved in this version.

- Fixed an issue in the Windows Viewer, where freehand and text annotation failed while using right click.
- Fixed an issue in the Cloud, where Logging onto a site or accessing the portal using multiple tabs caused the login page to look malformed.
- Fixed an issue in the Workflow designer, where copying the workflow stencils could duplicate the start button.
- Fixed an issue in the Index Fields, where the default values were not case sensitive of characters and were showing spelling error in error message.
- Fixed an issue in the Add Content, where Cancel upload disabled the save option.
- Fixed an issue in the Web Forms, where the unmapped date fields save data in browser culture not server culture.
- Fixed an issue in the Recycle Bin, where user was not able to restore signed documents form from the recycle bin.
- Fixed an issue in the Web Viewer, where the viewer became unresponsive after trying to delete multiple items.
- Fixed an issue in the Web Activity Report, where data was not sort by action date.
- Fixed an issue on the Assignments page, where the project link fields were shown blank in the Assignments grid.
- Fixed an issue in the Search results, where the less than symbol (<) displayed as &lt; in the search results screen.
- Fixed an issue in the Site-OCR, where OCR failed for a few documents in certain files.
- Fixed an issue in the Viewer Index Field save, where the user could not save key field with apostrophe when merging on key fields.
- Fixed an issue in the Related Files, where wrong data was displayed after upgrade.
- Fixed an issue in WebDocs, where FBCustomSort plugin did not support any sorting configuration.
- Fixed an issue in the Forms Appcache, where offline form was not working while opening the saved drafts.
- Fixed an issue in the Forms, where removing rows from table made the content on the second page to drop-off.
- Fixed an issue in the Indexing Viewer, where search results displayed behind the document were searching from within the Indexing Queue.
- Fixed an issue in the Advanced Indexing Viewer, where calculating the total value was not shown without quantity calculation setup.
- Fixed an issue in the Form process, where auto generate options was not working in the Windows Viewer.
- Fixed an issue in the My Assignment Widget, where Web Viewer continuously re-opened after closing and if File Detail page was enabled.
- Fixed an issue in the Search result grid, where correct dropdown values was not saved when user selected a value that contained an apostrophe (’).
- Fixed an issue in the Web Viewer, where Related Document opened in a viewer and loaded the viewer over the WebDocs UI.
• Fixed an issue in the Clipboard Widget, where the display order did not match data if display order was altered in project settings.
• Fixed an issue in the Portal, where selected date was not populated in date control in Microsoft Edge Browser.
• Fixed an issue in the Pending Request Report, where items were not sorted correctly.
• Fixed an issue in the Recycle Bin, where restoring a File generated revisions and did not remove the original revision.
• Fixed an issue in the Advanced Line Items, where error was displayed when filtering was configured with 5 fields in a relationship.
• Fixed an issue in the Indexing Queue, where user was not able to see the documents in indexing queue if divider security was turned on.
• Fixed an issue in the User Preference, where the time zones were not respected while copying files.
• Fixed an issue in the Web Form table, where the project link drop down showed blank selection and field name were blank in Chrome.
• Fixed an issue in the Web Form Designer, where the field option was disabled during table configuration, if the total column is configured on same field number.
• Fixed an issue in the Web Forms, where the conversion error was displayed after submitting the form through the Portal while using ($) numeric mask.
• Fixed an issue in delete, where confirmation was displayed without any command buttons in certain scenarios.
• Fixed an issue in the Web Viewer, where the master sheet did not open automatically when "Show first document" was selected.
• Fixed an issue in the Web Viewer, where the full list of routes does not appear if project had more than 30 active routes.
• Fixed an issue in the Reports, where the queue productivity report does not display the intended results.
• Fixed an issue in the Workflow, where the project lookups were not working if Index values contained brackets.
• Fixed an issue in the Workflow, where the exception step actions did not work when multiple assignments were selected.
• Fixed an issue in the Workflow, where the PDF forms sent to Docusign generated error indicating it did not match the template page count.
• Fixed an issue in the Workflow, where the converted PDF from Web Form contained altered date when using an AU configured site.
• Fixed an issue in the Document Viewer, where “Not Found” was added to the document storage location in place of actual document.
• Fixed an issue in the Reports, where deleted workflow revisions showed workflow as Adhoc in reports.
• Fixed an issue in the Search results page, where user was unable to clear dates in the Search Results screen.
• Fixed an issue in the divider name, where renaming dividers in WebDocs UI created underlying issues.
• Fixed an issue in the Widget, where “Active Documents per Step” widget had a typo.
• Fixed an issue in the Workflow, where importing workflow caused system out of memory error.

• Fixed an issue in the Workflow Designer, where the object reference error is displayed after closing an existing workflow and attempting to create new one.

• Fixed an issue where, on submission of external structured E-Form containing hardcoded separator / divider, did not create an internal form in the desired separator / divider.